Abstract. Let m and n be natural numbers. For an arbitrary bundle functor G on the category TM. m ,n of fibred manifolds with m-dimensional bases and n-dimensional fibers and their local fibered diffeomorphisms we prove that there is no -F.Mm,n-natural operator T> transforming general connections F on Y M and classical linear connections V on M into classical linear connections T>(T, V) on GY. Some generalization of this result is also presented. For an arbitrary gauge bundle functor G on the category VB m ,n of vector bundles with m-dimensional bases and n-dimensional fibers and their local vector bundle isomorphisms we prove that there is no VB m ,n-natural operator D transforming linear general connections r on E -> M into classical linear connections D(T) on GE. For a Lie group G and an arbitrary gauge bundle functor G on the category V m {G) of principal G-bundles with m-dimensional bases and their local G-bundle isomorphisms we prove that there is no P m (G)-natural operator T> transforming G-invariant general connections T on P -> M into classical linear connections 2?(r) on GP. These results give negative answers to some interesting questions about constructions on connections.
Introduction
Let Let E -> M be a vector bundle. In [1] , J. Gancarzewicz and I. Kolar presented a construction of classical linear connection V(T, V) on E from a linear general connection r on E -> M by means of a classical linear connection V on M.
Let P -> M be a principal bundle with structural group G. In [2] , I. Kolar presented a construction of classical linear connection V{T, V) on P from a general connection r on P -• M by means of a classical linear connection V on M.
Then the following question is interesting. In the present note we give the negative answer to Question 1. More precisely, we prove the following general result. For G = idfMm n we obtain the negative answer to Question 1.
Roughly speaking, the negative answer to Question 1 means that the assumption that Y -• M is a vector bundle is unavoidable to the existence of constructions as in [1] , and the assumption that Y -> M is a principal bundle is unavoidable to the existence of constructions as in [2] .
There are also interesting the following questions. We also give negative answers to Questions 2 and 3. Namely, we prove the following general results. For G = idvB m ri we get the negative answer to Question 2. For G -id-p m (G) we get the negative answer to Question 3.
THEOREM 2. Let m and n be natural numbers. Let G be a gauge bundle functor on the category VB m^n of vector bundles with m-dimensional bases and n-dimensional fibres and their local vector bundle isomorphisms. Then there is no VB m^n -natural operator T> transforming linear general connec-tions r : E -» J 1 E on VB m^n -objects E -• M into classical linear connections V{T) on GE.
Roughly speaking, the negative answers to Questions 2 and 3 mean that the using of an auxiliary classical linear connection V in constructions as in [1] and [2] is unavoidable.
Let G be a bundle functor on TM. m ,n of order (r, q), r < q. In [3] , I.
Kolar constructed a general connection Q(T, A) on GY -> M from a general connection T on a fibred manifold Y -> M by means of a q-th order linear connection A : TM -> J q TM on M.
So, the following question is interesting. In the present note we give the negative answer to Question 4. More precisely, we prove the following general result being a generalization of Theorem 1.
THEOREM 4. Let m and n be natural numbers. Let G be a bundle functor on and let F be a natural bundle over m-manifolds. Then there is no TMm^-natural operator T> transforming general connections T on Y -> M and geometrical F-objects a € FM on M into classical linear connections V{T, a) on GY.
For F = Q q , the natural bundle over m-manifolds of q-th order linear connections, we obtain the negative answer to Question 4.
All manifolds and maps are assumed to be smooth (of class C°°).
Non-existence of some type natural operators on vector fields

LEMMA 1. Let F be a natural bundle over n-manifolds of (minimal) order s. If s > 1, then there is no natural operator A : T TF of order s -1 transforming vector fields X on n-manifolds N into projectable vector fields A(X) on FN N covering X.
Proof. Suppose A :T TF is a natural operator in question. Then
A = T + V
for some natural operator V of vertical type, where T is the flow operator.
In [5] , we proved that any vertical type natural operator V : T TF is of order s -1.
On the other hand T is of minimal order s. 
